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Capture, record, edit and mix your own audio files! With a simple and intuitive interface, Ants Sound Recorder is the fastest, easiest way to record and edit audio. Great for hobbyist, school projects, and everyday use. It's like having a real-time audio recorder, a wave editor and mixer all rolled into one! Record and playback more than one audio file at once - Record the same audio file while simultaneously playing back another! You can also record to a single, continuous
file from several different audio sources, so you can edit together multiple tracks! Record audio from any input device on your PC - Record audio from your microphone, Line-In, Audio CD, audio adapter, TV, and more. You can also record from devices like the Internet, and record audio from web pages, instant messaging programs and more. Record with time-stretching (applies to internal audio files only) - Easily record music and voices with time-stretching. Superior
effects - A high-quality digital sound engine for advanced audio recording and recording experience. Advanced wave editor - Edit the sound waves of your audio file, such as pitch shifting, filtering and equalizing. Full wave editor - Advanced wave editor with frequency graphing, and clickable waveform display. Master Volume control - Adjust the master volume for all recorded files at once. Record in any format - Record audio files in the formats MP3, WAV, WMA,
AAC, MP4, M4A, OGG, and more. Configurable recording settings - Record to PCM, ADPCM, IMA ADPCM, AIFF, WAV, MP3, AAC, OGG, and more. Superior quality and efficiency - Record with precision for higher quality and faster encoding, even for very large audio files. Recover files - Automatically backs up files that have been deleted from the hard drive and resumes the recording if it is interrupted. Show real-time waveform - Find exact positions in your
audio file where you are recording, and see the waveform display in real time. Units - Change the time, sample rate, and bit rate for any selected audio file. Time Scaling - Change the speed of any audio file recorded by time. Tone control - Manually
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What's New in the?
Ants Sound Recorder is a lightweight yet efficient piece of software that aims to be the only tool you ever need for capturing audio content. To explain, the best thing about this small app is the fact that it can help you capture audio from your computer's microphone or from any source that uses your computer sound card. In essence, it can record sound from files like MP3, WAV, WMA, AAC, MP4 and M4A, just to name a few, as well as other Windows applications like
media players and web browsers. Not stylish, but efficient and compact user interface The application's main window, while compact, provides you with quick access to all the app's packed recording tools. The gold-themed interface, with a strange choice of color scheme and clearly not the most stylish one out there, is responsive and intuitive enough to make working with Ants Sound Recorder as easy as possible, even for novices. Consequently, once you start the
application for the first time, it does not take a whole lot before you figure out how to operate all the controls. Overly-simplistic workflow Simply make sure that a sound is actually being processed by your audio card and click the specific record button. Once the recording process starts, every feature and menu 'locks up'. The only thing you can actively modify to influence the recording itself is the level threshold. Taking all things into consideration, while it may not be
much to look at, there is no denying that Ants Sound Recorder is an efficient and user-friendly application that makes capturing audio content seem like a walk in the park. 3.3 1.7 September 18, 2017 In today's world, your computer's audio card is one of the main ways of capturing sound. Not exactly. Today we will be looking at recording audio content from the external microphone as well. Recording sound from your computer's built-in or external microphone is not hot
news, as even the first versions of Windows could help you achieve this. Things get a bit more complicated when it comes to capturing sound when the source is actually your computer's audio card. Captures sounds played by your computer's audio card This said, Ants Sound Recorder is a lightweight yet efficient piece of software that aims to be the only tool you ever need for capturing audio content. To explain, the best thing about this small app is the fact that it can help
you capture audio from your computer's microphone or from any source that uses your computer sound card. In essence, it can record sound from files like MP3, WAV, W
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System Requirements For Ants Sound Recorder:
CPU: Intel Pentium 2 GHz or higher Memory: 128 MB RAM Hard Drive: 600 MB available space Game: Windows 98/Me/2000/XP Sound Card: Windows 98/Me/2000/XP Controller: Standard Control Pad/Microsoft X-Box Controller Keyboard: Standard QWERTY keyboard You may also enjoy these games: Fatal Fury 2: Outlaw Edition Final Fight 2 Street Fighter 2 Turbo Super SFIID
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